
E. Ann McDougall [PhD 1980, University of Birmingham, UK: “The Idjil Salt Industry and its role 
in the Pre-Colonial Economy of the Western Sudan”]: Professor of History, University of Alberta; 
researches Saharan societies in Mali, Mauritania, southern Morocco.  Recent SSHRC Grants: 
[2008-12] “The invisible people: haratine in Mauritania and Southern Morocco”; [2018-
21]“Freed-Slaves Workers in the ‘Mountain of Iron’: haratine labour in Mauritanian mining, 
1940-2020”.  Publications: [2018] “Peoples and Societies in the Sahara”, Oxford Research 
Encyclopedia of African History; “Visions of the Sahara: exploring the history and historiography 
of pre-modern Saharan slavery”, Trans-African Slaveries (Mamdani Ed.); [2020] Devinr visibles 
dans le sillage de l’esclavage: la question haratine en Mauritanie et au Maroc (Ed. Intro., 
Chapter), Cahiers l’ouest saharien T. 10-11 [2020]; Inscriptions of Slavery on the African Urban 
Landscape: case studies of emancipation and post-slavery’ (Ed., Intro., Chapter),  Journal of 
African Diaspora Archaeology and Heritage Vol. 10, Issue 1-2 [2021.] 

Vision.  I recently posted this brief vision when submitting my nomination for Council Member: 
“Using understanding of the past to help shape the future. Was lead negotiator of AASUA team 
that fought the ‘Klein Kuts’. Would like to help in any way possible to move forward negotiating 
with an administration that is even more Province Bound than we dealt with then. I am thinking 
of retirement but do not want to leave without a voice – indeed perhaps being able to 
represent many voices -- that the current administration seems to regard as redundant. “ The 
opportunity to serve as Academic Faculty Constituency Director seems to me to be exactly what 
I was hoping for – a chance to represent ‘many voices’, our voices, over this next year. We have 
two congruent roles: retaining a strong position in Bargaining Negotiations which will open up 
once again in summer 2024 when this current contract ends, and regaining some measure of 
influence, if not control, in the implementation of the infamous re-structuring. I would see my 
job over the coming months to be finding out through consultation with Academic Faculty what 
we want our priorities to be looking forward to bargaining and to establishing what we see as 
our major concerns needing immediate addressing in the context of the chaos into which we 
have been ‘led with purpose’!  


